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ABSTRACT 

 

India has been traditionally vulnerable to natural disasters on account of its unique geo-climatic conditions. 

Floods, dry seasons, twister, quakes and avalanches have been a repetitive marvel. The powerlessness in India is 

more contrasted with created nations. This is bringing about immense misfortune as far as human, monetary, 

ecological and employment. At worldwide level, there has been extensive worry over catastrophic events. After 

Orissa super typhoon and Bhuj seismic tremor we understood the need to receive multi disciplinary and multi 

sectoral approach and consolidation of hazard decrease in the advancement plans and procedures. The new 

approach of Government of India continues from the conviction that advancement can't be feasible except if 

calamity relief is worked in to the improvement procedure. Disaster Management involves a significant spot in 

this current nation's approach system. This paper is to feature disaster profile of India and Disaster 

Management in India. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

The new approach started from the conviction that improvement can't be continued except if moderation is incorporated 

with the advancement procedure. Another foundation of the methodology is that alleviation must be multi-disciplinary, 

spreading over all segments of advancement. The new arrangement likewise radiates from the conviction that interests 

in alleviation are substantially more financially savvy than consumption on help and recovery. Disaster the executives 

possesses a significant spot in India's strategy structure, as needy individuals are generally influenced by catastrophe 

and they are India's prevalent populace.  

 
The means being taken by the Government exudes from the methodology has been delineated previously. The 

methodology has been converted into a National Disaster Framework (a guide) covering institutional components, 

calamity avoidance technique, early cautioning frameworks, disaster alleviation, readiness and reaction, and human 

asset improvement. The normal sources of info, territories of intercession and offices to be required at the National, 

State and area levels have been distinguished and recorded in the guide. This guide has been imparted to all the State 

Governments and Union Territory Administrations. Services and Departments of the Government of India and the State 

Governments/Union Territory Administrations have been encouraged to build up their individual guides taking the 

national guide as a wide rule. There is, in this way, presently a typical system supporting the move being made by all 

the taking part associations/partners.  

 

Disaster Management in India  
 

It alludes to the protection of lives and property during a characteristic and man-made calamity. Disaster the board 

plans are multi-layered and are wanted to address issues, for example, floods, sea tempests, fires, mass disappointment 

of utilities, quick spread of infection and dry seasons. India is particularly defenseless against cataclysmic events due to 

its one of a kind geo-climatic conditions, having intermittent floods, dry spells, violent winds, seismic tremors, and 

avalanches. As India is a huge nation, various locales are powerless against various catastrophic events. For instance, 

during blustery season the peninsular district of South India is generally influenced by twisters and conditions of West 

India experience extreme dry spell during summer.  

 

The Disaster Management Act, 2005  

 

The Disaster Management Act was passed by the Lok Sabha on 28 November 2005, and by the Rajya Sabha on 12 
December 2005. It got the consent of the President of India on 9 January 2006. The Act requires the foundation of a 

National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA), with the Prime Minister of India as director. The NDMA has close 

to nine individuals one after another, including a Vice-Chairperson. The residency of the individuals from the NDMA 
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is 5 years. The NDMA which was at first settled on 30 May 2005 by an official request, was established under Section-

3(1) of the Disaster Management Act, on 27 September 2005. The NDMA is liable for "setting out the approaches, 

plans and rules for disaster the executives" and to guarantee auspicious and viable reaction to disaster". Under segment 

6 of the Act it is answerable for laying "down rules to be trailed by the State Authorities in drawing up the nation 

Plans".  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Catastrophe is characterized as an extreme interruption, natural and psychosocial which significantly surpasses the 

adapting limit of the individual and the network (WHO, 1992). Anything that surpasses one's close to home capacity to 

adapt to a distressing occasion turns into an emergency. The Webster's Dictionary characterizes a disaster as 'a grave 

event having ruinous outcomes'. Over the most recent two decades more than 3,000,000 individuals have been executed 

in cataclysmic events around the world. As indicated by measurable proof there have been three fold the number of 

misfortunes coming about because of calamity occasions over the most recent ten years than was the situation in 1960s. 

As a result monetary misfortunes have been multiple times more prominent during the most recent decade, with 

misfortunes over US $ 90 billion every year. In 1998, normal catastrophes killed more than 50000 individuals around 

the world (CRED, 2000).  

 
Most calamity unfortunate casualties live in creating nations, where destitution and populace pressures power 

developing quantities of individuals to live in danger (Kofi An Anan, 1999). Given that the weights of neediness and 

populace development keep on expanding, the disaster pattern is probably going to compound, in the event that we 

don't pay attention to calamity counteractive action more (UNEP 2001 GEO 3 Report, UNEP Nairobi, Kenya). The 

Center for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED, 2000) and Red Cross as of late distributed their report 

on helplessness to disasters in 2000. The quantity of individuals influenced by disasters in 2000 went up to 256 million 

contrasted with a normal from 1991 to 2000 of 211 million every year.  

 

Catastrophe Management is characterized as an applied science which looks for, by the methodical perception and 

investigation of disasters, to improve measures identifying with anticipation, moderation, readiness, crisis reactions and 

recuperation (Carter, 1991). At the point when open investment is incorporated into disaster the board arranging and 
network arranging, the outcome is economical peril moderation (Laurie Pearce, 2003). It is all around felt that network 

support, nearby arranging, improvement of confidence and labor asset inside the network itself can reinforce the 

endeavors of disaster readiness and reaction (Biswas R, et.al, 1997). The people group bears the weight of calamity and 

is the specialist on call for the occasion thus it is basic to construct the limit of the network to upgrade their method for  

dealing with stress and versatility to plan for and face the catastrophe.  

 

Over the previous decade, the quantities of 'common' and mechanical disasters have expanded. From 1994 to 1998, 

revealed disasters found the middle value of 428 every year; from 1999 to 2003, this figure shot up by 66% to a normal 

of 707 catastrophes every year. For the initial five years of the decade, 213 million individuals, on a normal, were 

influenced. The second 50% of the decade saw this figure ascend by more than 40 percent, to a normal of 303 million 

every year. The misfortune to resources has been expanding, significantly more than the quantity of disasters. The 

Asian tidal wave that crushed the seaside zones of more than 12 nations, executing around 200,000 individuals and 
truly influencing over 1.5 million individuals, has changed definitely human recognitions about the elements of 

catastrophic event. Creating nations endure the best costs when a disaster hits – in excess of 95 percent of all passings 

brought about by catastrophes happen in creating nations, and misfortunes because of cataclysmic events are multiple 

times more noteworthy (as a level of GDP) in creating nations than in industrialized nations.  

 

Creating nations endure the best costs when a disaster hits – in excess of 95 percent of all passings brought about by 

calamities happen in creating nations, and misfortunes because of catastrophic events are multiple times more 

prominent (as a level of GDP) in creating nations than in industrialized nations (Luis Flores Ballesteros, 2008). All 

disasters are consequently the aftereffect of human inability to present proper calamity the board measures (Wisner, P. 

Blaikie, T and et.al (2004)12 . Dangers are routinely partitioned into characteristic or human-made, albeit complex 

calamities, where there is no single underlying driver, are progressively basic in creating nations. A particular 
catastrophe may bring forth an optional disaster that builds the effect. An exemplary model is a seismic tremor that 

causes a tidal wave, bringing about waterfront flooding. Scientists have been reading calamities for over a century, and 

for over forty years disaster examine. The examinations mirror a typical sentiment when they contend that all disasters 

can be viewed as being humanmade, their thinking being that human activities before the strike of the peril can forestall 

it forming into a calamity. 

 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
 

International Association of Emergency Managers  
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The International Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM) is a non-profit educational organization committed to 

advancing the objectives of sparing lives and ensuring property during crises and disasters. The mission of IAEM is to 

serve its individuals by giving data, systems administration and expert chances, and to propel the crisis the executives 

calling. It as of now has seven Councils around the globe, Asia, Canada, Europe, International, Oceania, Student and 

USA The Air Force Emergency Management Association (www.af-em.org, www.3e9x1.com, and www.afema.org), 

partnered by participation with the IAEM, gives crisis the executives data and systems administration for US Air Force 
Emergency Managers.  

 

International Recovery Platform  

 

The International Recovery Platform (IRP) was considered at the World Conference on Disaster Reduction (WCDR) in 

Kobe, Hyogo, Japan in January 2005. As a topical foundation of the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 

(ISDR) framework, IRP is a key column for the usage of the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA) 2005–2015: 

Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters, a worldwide arrangement for catastrophe chance 

decrease for the decade received by 168 governments at the WCDR. The key job of IRP is to distinguish holes and 

requirements experienced in present disaster recuperation and on fill in as an impetus for the advancement of 

apparatuses, assets, and limit with respect to flexible recuperation. IRP expects to be a global wellspring of information 

on great recuperation practice.  
 

Red Cross/Red Crescent  

 

National Red Cross/Red Crescent social orders frequently have essential jobs in reacting to crises. Also, the 

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC or "The Federation") may convey evaluation 

groups, for example Field Assessment and Coordination Team – (FACT) to the influenced nation whenever mentioned 

by the national Red Cross or Red Crescent Society. Subsequent to having evaluated the requirements Emergency 

Response Units (ERUs) might be conveyed to the influenced nation or locale. They are had practical experience in the 

reaction part of the crisis the board system.  

 

United Nations  
 

Within the United Nations framework duty regarding crisis reaction rests with the Resident Coordinator inside the 

influenced nation. Be that as it may, practically speaking worldwide reaction will be composed, whenever mentioned 

by the influenced nation's legislature, by the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN-OCHA), by 

conveying an UN Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) group.  

 

World Bank  

 

Since 1980, the World Bank has endorsed in excess of 500 activities identified with catastrophe the board, adding up to 

more than US$40 billion. These incorporate post-disaster remaking ventures, just as activities with segments planned 

for anticipating and alleviating disaster impacts, in nations, for example, Argentina, Bangladesh, Colombia, Haiti, 

India, Mexico, Turkey and Vietnam to give some examples. Basic territories of center for aversion and relief ventures 
incorporate timberland fire anticipation measures, for example, early notice measures and instruction crusades to 

dishearten ranchers from cut and consume agribusiness that touches off woodland fires; early-cautioning frameworks 

for tropical storms; flood avoidance systems, running from shore security and terracing in provincial regions to 

adjustment of creation; and seismic tremor inclined development. In a joint endeavor with Columbia University under 

the umbrella of the ProVention Consortium the World Bank has set up a Global Risk Analysis of Natural Disaster 

Hotspots. In June 2006, the World Bank set up the Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR), a 

more drawn out term association with other guide benefactors to lessen disaster misfortunes by mainstreaming disaster 

chance decrease being developed, on the side of the Hyogo Framework of Action. The offices enables creating nations 

to finance advancement tasks and projects that improve neighborhood capacities with regards to disaster counteractive 

action and crisis readiness.  

 

European Union  

 

Since 2001, the EU received Community Mechanism for Civil Protection, which began to assume a huge job on the 

worldwide scene. Instrument's fundamental job is to encourage collaboration in common assurance help mediations in 

case of significant crises which may require critical reaction activities. This applies likewise to circumstances where 

there might be an unavoidable risk of such significant crises. The core of the Mechanism is the Monitoring and 

Information Center. It is a piece of Directorate-General for Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection of the European 

Commission and available 24 hours every day. It gives nations access to a stage, to a one-stop-shop of common 

assurance implies accessible among the all the taking part states. Any nation inside or outside the Union influenced by 

a significant calamity can make an intrigue for help through the MIC. It goes about as a correspondence center at base 
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camp level between taking an interest expresses, the influenced nation and dispatched field specialists. It additionally 

gives helpful and refreshed data on the genuine status of a continuous crisis.  

 

India  

 

The job of crisis the board in India tumbles to National Disaster Management Authority of India, an administration 
office subordinate to the Ministry of Home Affairs. As of late there has been a move in accentuation from reaction and 

recuperation to key hazard the board and decrease, and from an administration focused way to deal with decentralized 

network cooperation. The Ministry of Science and Technology, headed by Dr Karan Rawat, bolsters an inner office that 

encourages inquire about by bringing the scholastic information and skill of earth researchers to crisis the executives. A 

gathering speaking to an open/private has as of late been framed by the Government of India. It is supported principally 

by a huge India-based PC organization and planned for improving the general reaction of networks to crises, 

notwithstanding those occurrences which may be portrayed as disasters. A portion of the gatherings' initial endeavors 

include the arrangement of crisis the executives preparing for specialists on call (a first in Quite a while), the making of 

a solitary crisis phone number, and the foundation of principles for EMS staff, gear, and preparing. It works in three 

states, however endeavors are being made in making this an across the country viable gathering. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Apart from loss of human lives, natural disasters inflict severe damage to ecology and economy of a region. With 

establishment of new innovations and by receiving space innovation as INSAT and IRS arrangement of satellites, India 

has built up an operational component for calamity notice particularly violent wind and dry season, and their checking 

and relief. In any case, forecast of specific occasions likes tremor, volcanic emission and flood is still at test level. 

Disasters disturb advance and decimate the well deserved products of meticulous formative endeavors, regularly 

driving countries, in journey for progress, back by quite a few years. In this manner, productive administration of 

catastrophes, as opposed to simple reaction to their event has, lately, got expanded consideration both inside India and 

abroad. This is as a lot of an aftereffect of the acknowledgment of the expanding recurrence and force of disasters as it 

is an affirmation that great administration, in a minding and humanized society, needs to manage the overwhelming 

effect of disasters. 
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